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Precis: 

 
I read about Cheryl Rofer's invitation to the blogosphere of 18 December suggesting that 
we should form a "blog-tank" on nuclear policy, on my blog-friend Zenpundit's blog. My 
purpose here is to offer as background to that ongoing discussion of nuclear policy, some 
reminders from the spheres of religion and mythology.   
 
It is my purpose here to suggest that the actions, plans and motives of those who are 
subject to religious drivers, and in particular drivers of an apocalyptic or "end times" 
nature, are, by reason of their seeming irrationality and fringe quality, often overlooked 
by those whose specialties revolve around such things as centrifuges and the enrichment 
of uranium, short-range missiles and their forward deployment, and so forth -- and that a 
theological understanding of the place of nuclear weapons in the eschatological thinking 
of radical religionists of a variety of stripes is one of the key desiderata in an effort to 
come to grips with the realities of proliferation and peace.   
 
Part 1 presents a view from religious studies, and describes the impact of doctrines of 
scriptural inerrancy on geopolitics, and explores the present context: it is introductory. 
Part 2 details some of the scriptures, teachings and fatwas which figure in popular 
consideration of nuclear weapons cross-culturally, with specific reference to the three 
Abrahamic faiths: it contains the meat of the matter. In some respects, however, Part 3 
goes even deeper into the religious context, addressing the archetypal imagery of war, 
sacrifice, and purifying fire in recorded reactions to the Trinity test at Alamogordo, the 
bombings of Nagasaki and Hiroshima, drawing on folklore, mythology and both 
Christian and Hindu traditions. Part 4 closes the presentation with two brief quotes from 
Carl Jung. 
  
I: The view from religious studies 

 
Theology used to be considered "the Queen of the Sciences" back in the day when "the 
sciences" were the recognized bodies of knowledge in general, and arguably she lost her 
claim to that title at least in part as a result of Galileo's discussion of the matter in his 
1615 letter to the Grand Duchess Christina of Tuscany. It shouldn't entirely surprise us, 
however, that something which had for centuries occupied front and center in our 
concerns and thinking and was then dropped like a bad penny should return again, if for 
no other reason then by virtue of Freud's often repeated comment about "the return of the 
repressed".   
 
We are most easily surprised, perhaps, by that which we have spurned.  
      
My reason for thinking an offering of this sort may be of significance can be found in the 
general tendency, described in Mary Habeck's Knowing the Enemy, when she writes:  



 
Western scholars have generally failed to take religion seriously. Secularists … 
grant true explanatory power to political, social, or economic factors but discount 
the plain sense of religious statements made by the jihadis themselves. 

 
Since this piece offers little by way of either argument nor conclusions, it is formatted, at 
least in this first draft, as a series of quotes with minimal commentary.  
 
Biblical Inerrancy and Geopolitics:   
 
If I may sidetrack for a moment, to bring the issue of religious drivers and geopolitics 
firmly together, since they are so often considered apart… 
 
The "inerrancy" or otherwise of Scripture is not of concern only in such areas of domestic 
policy as whether evolution or creationism should be taught in schools -- it also has direct 
and far-reaching impact on contemporary geopolitics. In its Christian embodiment, it 
empowers a considerably part of US society to support Israel with both funds and policy 
influence, because the book of Genesis declares: 
 

Now the LORD had said unto Abram, Get thee out of thy country, and from thy 
kindred, and from thy father's house, unto a land that I will shew thee: And I will 
make of thee a great nation, and I will bless thee, and make thy name great; and 
thou shalt be a blessing: And I will bless them that bless thee, and curse him that 
curseth thee: and in thee shall all families of the earth be blessed. [12.1-3] 

 
Lift up your eyes from where you are and look north and south, east and west. All 
the land that you see I will give to you and your offspring for ever … Go, walk 
through the length and breadth of the land, for I am giving it to you. [13.14-17] 

 
Specifically, this type of scriptural reading can be used, and is used by large swathes of 
public opinion in all three Abrahamic faiths, to determine who does, should or should not 
have nuclear weapons at their disposal. 
 
To explore the instance of the land given by God to Israel, and its policy implications, a 
little farther: 
 
Either this is a land grant in perpetuity made by the creator, intellectual property holder 
and all round Supreme Authority Beholden to None -- or it is a story, of antiquity 
certainly, of great beauty and insight perhaps, but a story no less.  
 
It is in the context of these two rival suppositions that, according to a January 2007 report 
in the London Sunday Times, the Israeli Air Force is planning, and two IAF squadrons 
are already in training, for a possible attack Iran's nuclear facilities at Natanz with bunker 
busters and mini-nukes, in an enhanced and intensified recapitulation of their attack on 
the Osirak nuclear facility in 1981 Iraq.  
 



For the preservation of the state of Israel, which is threatened, among other things, by the 
possibility of a nuclear-armed Iranian regime… 
 
The wide variety of sacred and secular perspectives both within Israel herself and among 
her supporters around the globe ensure that some considerable part of the support for 
such actions, the use of nuclear weapons included, comes from within religious circles, 
and a smaller but more intense fraction from within religious circles that are resolutely 
apocalyptic in orientation.   
 
With mini-nukes. 

  
The Sunday Times piece can no doubt be disputed, but the idea that we are, as a globe, 
once again tiptoeing up to the brink of a chasm deeper than the Olduvai Gorge and 
potentially more significant to our race as humans seems commonly acknowledged, and 
both in the science-fictional sense and the more restricted sense of theological 
scholarship, that brings us right back into the territory of apocalypse.   
 
Apocalyptic: 

 
More broadly: are we in an era when spectral waste-cities and irradiated almost-humans 
haunt our dreams, in an era in which our own great capitals become those cities -- or in 
an era in which the four horsemen, seven angels and two witnesses of the revelation John 
saw on Patmos unfold in literal truth before our eyes?   
 
Because those who believe in the inerrancy of scriptures -- whether the Tanakh, New 
Testament, or Qur'an and hadith -- all too frequently interpret the news not in terms of the 
competing interests at work in the situation as such, but in terms of a mapping of those 
forces onto an analysis of scriptural texts, and most often on a prophetic timeline based 
on impenetrably symbolic and frankly visionary texts such as those in the books of 
Ezekiel, Daniel and Revelation. 
 
A dragon has ten horns -- would that be the European Economic Community? 
 

The extent of this kind of reading of news in parallel with scripture can be grasped by 
noting that the city of Babylon and the figure of Saddam Hussein, in the decade before 
his overthrow, were exhaustively discussed in such books as Charles Dyer, The Rise of 

Babylon (300,000 copies sold), Mark Hitchcock, The Second Coming of Babylon, Joseph 
Chambers, Palace for the Antichrist, Wim Malgo et al, Saddam's Mystery Babylon,  
Hal Lindsey, The rise of Babylon and the Persian Gulf crisis, Morris Cerullo, Babylon 

Capital for the Antichrist, Kristie Johnson, Mystery Babylon, The Great, Defender Of 

Israel, and Charles R. Taylor, Saddam's Babylon The Great. Only C. Marvin Pate and J. 
Daniel Hays, Iraq: Babylon of the End Times? firmly suggested that evangelicals might 
pause in their headlong rush to nominate Saddam as antichrist.  
 



I have never seen a mainstream discussion of how much influence this very successful 
mini-genre of Saddam and Babylon based literature had on the wider mood in which 
Desert Storm and the toppling of Saddam a decade later. 
 
And this is a very small instance drawn from a much larger phenomenon.  Other Islamic 
"candidates" for antichrist status have included Anwar Sadat, Ayatollah Khomeini, 
Mu'ammar Gadhafi, and most recently Tayyip Erdogan. And that list only considers the 
Islamic candidates, in a field that encompasses virtually every major political figure -- 
with equivalents in Islamist thinking -- is GW Bush the Dajjal?? 
 
The double context: 
 
Bear in mind, therefore, that the issues and events of contemporary geopolitics are known 
to and interpreted in radically different scriptural contexts by: 
 

• Orthodox Jews, 

• including those in Gush Emunim and elsewhere who support the "Greater Israel" 
movement,  

• the Temple Mount and Land of Israel Faithful Movement, who wish to dismantle 
the Dome of the Rock and Al-Aqsa Mosque and build a Third Temple on Temple 
Mount in expectation of the soon coming of the Messiah, 

• Evangelical Christians,  

• including those who support those movements, believing that the Third Temple is 
a necessary prerequisite for the eagerly awaited Second Coming of Christ, 

• and those whose concern is that the antichrist is to be found among the Islamic 
leaders, and who are therefore, to put it mildly, hawkish on all geopolitical issues 
involving Islam, 

• and Muslims, 

• including both Sunni jihadists, many of whom are in expectation of the coming of 
the Mahdi, 

• and Shi'ites, both in Iran where the President himself preaches Mahdism, 

• and in Iraq, where the singles most significant battle fought since the occupation 
itself was fought between Iraqi government and Coalition forces and a well-armed 
by small Mahdist movement. 

 
And that the events and issues they read scripturally and in many cases apocalyptically 
include: 
 

• the December 2007 assassination of Benazir Bhutto,  

• the tendency for members of Pakistan's ISI to favor Islamist groups such as the 
Taliban and al-Qaeda, particularly where their own countrymen are involved,  
the problems involved in guarding Pakistani nuclear materiel in the event of a 
breakdown or order in Pakistan, which Col. Gary Anderson, a seasoned wargamer 
on such topics, described as "the nightmare scenario" -- noting that that scenario 
there are "loose nukes, hard to find, potentially in the hands of Islamic extremists, 
and there aren't a lot of good military options", 



• Israeli plans as reported in the Sunday Times for an attack on nuclear facilities in 
Iran,  

• their earlier attack on the Iraqi Osirak nuclear plant in 1981,  

• their September 2007 raid on a Syrian nuclear plant of some kind,  

• the November 2007 double-pronged attempt to break into and steal materiel 
including computer data from the Pelindaba nuclear facility near Pretoria in South 
Africa,  

• the success of ABC News's 2002 attempt to smuggle 15 pounds of uranium from 
Austria via Turkey by train and ship into New York,  

• al-Qaida's attempt to buy $1.5 million worth of highly enriched uranium in 1993 
which failed because the uranium was "fake",  

• the attempts made by Aum Shinrikyo to obtain such a weapon which may have 
failed only because senior Aum planners with the requisite contacts in Russian 
circles were "uncomfortable with people from outside the organization", 

• Iran's nuclear weapons program abandoned as per the NIE in 2003, 

• the possibilities evoked by the phrase "suitcase nuke", 

• and the general interest, arguably psychologically revealing, manifest in post-
apocalyptic scenarios in science fiction and movies…   

 
In effect, we have a complexly interwoven set of geopolitical situations which "make 
sense" to the military, diplomatic and decision-making mind without recourse to religious 
thinking, coupled to a no less complexly interwoven set of religio-political analyses by 
powerful feedback loops -- largely "under the radar" of the geopolitical decision-makers 
themselves. 
 
* 
 
II: Religious drivers and nuclear policy 

 
With that as background -- and I wish I had the space to go into greater detail -- I would 
like to explore some representative positions taken by followers of the three Abrahamic 
faiths which influence their thinking on matters of nuclear policy.  Please consider this a 
preliminary listing. 
 
A Jewish paradox: 

 

I have alluded to Jewish expectation of Moshiach above in the contexts of the Greater 
Israel and Third Temple issues, and will only add here that in Judaism as in all or almost 
all religions, there is a paradox operative between texts which support warfare and others 
which support peace. 
 
In the case of the Tanakh, this paradox can be succinctly stated in terms of two opposing 
texts regarding swords and ploughshares: 
 



• there is the irenic and familiar prophecy of Micah 4.3: a"they shall forge their 
swords into ploughshares, and their spears into pruning-knives: nation shall not 
lift up sword against nation, neither shall they learn war any more", 

• which we may contrast with the less well-known martial command of the Lord in 
Joel 3.10, "Beat your plowshares into swords and your pruninghooks into spears: 
let the weak say, I am strong." 

 

Post holocaust, post double Intifada  nuclear Israel has little inclination to be, or be 
perceived as, weak. 
 

Christian: 
 
Christian thinking which might support the maintenance and, more to the point, eventual 
use of nuclear weapons for religious reasons can be most powerfully seen in two quotes 
from Ronald Reagan.   
 
When Reagan was Governor of California, he spoke to Senator James Mills, then 
president pro-tem of the California State Senate, at a 1971 dinner in Mills' honor.  
 
According to Mills himself, who wrote the conversation up later and published it, Reagan 
said:   
 

In the 38th chapter of Ezekiel it says God will take the children of Israel from 
among the heathen, where they'd been scattered, and will gather them again in the 
promised land. That has finally come about after 2000 years. For the first time 
ever, everything is in place for the battle of Armageddon and the second coming 
of Christ.   
 
Everything is falling in place. It can't be much longer now. Ezekiel says fire and 
brimstone will be rained upon the enemies of God's people. That must mean 
they'll be destroyed by nuclear weapons. They exist now, and they never did in 
the past.   

 
Sara Diamond, Spiritual Warfare: The Politics of the Christian Right. Boston: 
South End Press, 1989, pp 131-32   
 

Several points are significant here: 
 

• the founding of the State of Israel is taken as striking proof that the interpretation 
of prophecy is the appropriate way to interpret current events 

• a fierce battle (specified in some symbolic or actual detail in Revelation) is the 
inevitable prophetic precursor to the coming of the Christ 

• "fire and brimstone" should be understood as referring to nuclear weapons 

• the "it can't be much longer now" has already stretched through Reagan's own two 
terms in office, GHW Bush's term, Clinton's two terms, and the better part of two 



terms of GW Bush -- the millennium marker has come and gone, and still the 
expectation today is soon, soon. 

 
I have quoted Reagan to point up this kind of thinking, but he is not the only President 
who may have had his thumb on the nuclear trigger and his geopolitical understanding at 
least in part in the prophecies of the book of revelation. 
 
It has not been easy to determine quite how deeply George W Bush is influenced by this 
kind of thinking, but recent remarks by Huckabee's Iowa campaign manager, Bob Vander 
Plaats, on Tucker on MSNBC to the effect that "we're fighting a radical religion in Islam" 
and that "the war on terror is a theological war" suggests that evangelical theopolitics is 
alive and well in the present Presidential campaign. 
 
As representative of Christian thinking which opposes nuclear weaponry and would be 
strongly in favor of containment and disarmament, and which nonetheless derives from a 
just war tradition which can, under appropriate circumstances, support the possession of 
such weapons, I offer this quotation from Catholic bishops and members of Pax Christi: 
 

For the past fifteen years, and particularly in the context of the Cold War, we, the 
Catholic bishops of the United States, have reluctantly acknowledged the 
possibility that nuclear weapons could have some moral legitimacy, but only if 
the goal was nuclear disarmament. It is our present, prayerful judgment that this 
legitimacy is now lacking.   

 
Sunni Muslim: 

 
I am not aware of any Sunni fatwa against the possession or use of nuclear weapons, and 
indeed Pakistan is celebrated for its possession of "the Islamic bomb". 
 
Permitting the use of nuclear weapons: 
 
Sheikh Tantawi of Al-Azhar, the principal seat of Sunni learning, gave a ruling 
permitting the use of nuclear weapons, as recorded in this MEMRI dispatch [Inquiry and 
Analysis Series No. 120]:  
 

Quoting from the will of Caliph Abu Bakr, Sheikh Tantawi said that the Caliph 
had instructed the Muslim commander Khaled ibn Al-Walid to fight the enemy 
with the sword if the enemy fought him with the sword and to use the spear if the 
enemy fought him with the spear. Sheikh Tantawi explained: "Had Abu Bakr 
lived today he would have said to Khaled ibn Al-Walid: 'If they fight you with a 
nuclear bomb, fight them with a nuclear bomb.' Strength is [one] of the traits of 
good and wise people who know their obligation towards their God and towards 
their homeland, and they use this strength in order to defend their faith and their 
homeland. This is the Sunna that was known to the forefathers of all times, and is 
known to us as well." 

 



Note, however, that this ruling does not permit Muslims to engage in a nuclear "first 
strike". 
 
Al Qaida: 

 

Shaykh Nasir bin Hamid al-Fahd issued "A Treatise on the Legal Status of Weapons of 
Mass Destruction Against Infidels" in May 2003, offering al-Qaeda a religious ruling 
legitimating the use of WMD, specifically including nuclear weapons. Al-Fahd 
contended that "Proscription [of weapons of mass destruction] Belongs to God Almighty, 
and to None Other Than He, such as Humans."  
  
This is the same document which cites Quranic precedent for waging war at whatever 
levels war has been waged against you [eg Al-Baqara 2.194, "... all sacred things are 
(under the law of) retaliation; whoever then acts aggressively against you, inflict injury 
on him according to the injury he has inflicted on you ..." in the Shakir translation], and 
which comments in that context on the number of Muslims killed to that date by America 
and its allies:  
 

Anyone who considers America's aggressions against Muslims and their lands 
during the past decades will conclude that striking her is permissible merely on 
the rule of treating as one has been treated. Some brothers have totaled the 
number of Muslims killed directly or indirectly by their weapons and come up 
with a figure of nearly 10 million. 
 

It is worth noting here that " inflict injury on him according to the injury he has inflicted 
on you" is the standard Qur'anic basis for assessing the moral propriety of actions in 
wartime, in contrast to the prevailing international view that certain actions (such as 
torture, including waterboarding perhaps?) are in direct contravention both of morality 
and international law.  
 
Brigadier Malik explains, in The Qur'anic Concept of War, p. 49:   
 

It must, however, be understood that the exercise of restraint in war is essentially 
a two-sided affair. It cannot happen that one side goes on exercising restraint 
while the other keeps committing excesses...   
 

Religious permission for the use of nuclear weapons by al-Qaida is backed up by some 
degree of technical knowhow, as another MEMRI bulletin attests:  
 

Alongside the numerous documents posted on Islamist websites on how to 
prepare various types of explosives, "An Encyclopedia for the Preparation of 
Nuclear Weapons" has recently appeared on such websites. The "Encyclopedia" 
was posted on October 6, 2005 on the Islamist forum Al-Firdaws [1] ("Paradise"), 
by someone whose nom de guerre is Layth Al-Islam ("The Lion of Islam"). A link 
to a slightly different version appeared on October 9 in a Yahoo! discussion group  
called "mujahedon."   



 
The "Encyclopedia," which contains nine lessons in approximately 80 pages in 
Arabic, was published under the title "The Nuclear Bomb of Jihad and the Way to 
Enrich Uranium" and was presented as "a gift to the commander of the Jihad 
fighters, Sheikh Osama bin Laden, for the purpose of Jihad for the sake of Allah." 
The "Encyclopedia" was published as "a scientific research by Jihad Fighter No. 
1," who wrote: "For the past two years, I have been studying nuclear physics 
through various scientific forums and Jihadist forums. Similarly, I have been 
studying the technology of missiles and various types of explosives and explosive 
devices.   
 
"I believe that the strategic balance of Jihad fighters from a military point of view 
cannot change without proper scientific progress. However, this kind of progress, 
along with the [necessary] experiments, require laboratories. Therefore, my 
brother the Jihad fighter, I have tried to present experiments that are simple and 
within your capabilities, or, as is commonly said, [that can be conducted] in the 
kitchen." 

 
It should be noted that experts are generally of the opinion that the preparation of and 
deployment of nuclear weapons by terrorists requires something a little more organized 
than the kitchen sink by way of laboratory: 
 

Building nuclear weapons is difficult even for countries with money, 
infrastructure, and scientific resources. But experts note that building a crude, 
bulky, low-yield nuclear weapon deliverable by truck or ship would be far easier 
than making the compact, reliable, high-yield weapons found in U.S. arsenals -- 
and might also be easier than stealing an atomic weapon. Still, all but the most 
sophisticated terrorists will probably find conventional weaponry a more viable 
option.   
 
CFR Terrorists' Nuclear Capabilities backgrounder, January 2006  
http://www.cfr.org/publication/9550/   
 

Michael Levi discusses the problems at some length in *On Nuclear Terrorism*, 
concluding that "any single, seemingly simple element of a nuclear plot" -- smuggling 
uranium through an American port in the particular scenario he details -- "becomes far 
more complicated when it is embedded in the bigger picture" -- which includes putting 
together a team that might need to include includes (in his words) crackerjack thieves, 
skilled engineers, fund-raisers, and other specialists while remaining small enough to be 
undetected and devoted enough to avoid all leaks, setting up a major laboratory without 
eliciting investigation, and so on...   
 
Aum Shinrikyo's failure to create and effectively disperse the various biological agents it 
attempted to obtain, synthesize and or use (including, remarkably, the Ebola virus) may 
offer an instructive parallel here. 
 



Shia: 

 
The Shi'ite situation is rather different, both because the major controversy here revolves 
around the somewhat disputed Iranian bomb, and because the apocalyptic rhetoric of 
President Ahmadinejad suggests that Mahdist expectation -- the Islamic equivalent of 
Christian expectation of the Second Coming or Jewish expectation of Moshiach -- may 
be a driving force here. 
 
It is often thought that President Ahmadinjad might wish to possess and indeed use 
nuclear weapons so that the resulting chaos would hasten the coming of the Mahdi. 
Public statements by Ahmadinejad himself, and more significantly by his superior, the 
Supreme Jurisprudent Ayatollah Khamenei, might cause us to suspect otherwise: 
 

The Leader of the Islamic Republic of Iran, Ayatollah Seyyed Ali Khamenei, has 
issued the fatwa that the production, stockpiling and use of nuclear weapons are 
forbidden under Islam and that Iran shall never acquire these weapons, IRNA 
quoted from the statement.   
 
Iran Daily, August 11, 2005,  
http://www.iran-daily.com/1384/2347/pdf/i1.pdf   

 
Vali Nasr, one of our better analysts of Shi'ite affairs, specifies the nuances: 
 

He Khamenei] says that nuclear weapons are un-Islamic but heartily approves of 
the knowledge and fuel required to build them.   

     
Meet 'The Decider' of Tehran. It's Not the Hothead You Expect.  

     http://tinyurl.com/2u5457  
 
President Ahmadinejad has made a more sweeping statement, though in less forceful 
terms from a religious perspective: 
 

We too demand that the Middle East be free of nuclear weapons; not only  
the Middle East, but the whole world should be free of nuclear weapons. 
 
Iran call for nuclear-free region, 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/4756652.stm  
 

On the other hand, Mohsen Gharavian, a senior follower of Ahmadinejad's personal 
spiritual advisor Ayatollah Mesbah Yazdi, recently issued a statement endorsing the 
possession and use under certain circumstances of nuclear weapons: 
 
Again from a MEMRI dispatch (Special series, 1096):  
 

The spiritual leaders of the extremist [circles in Iran] have accepted the use of 
nuclear weapons as lawful in the eyes of shari'a. Mohsen Gharavian, a disciple of 



[Ayatollah] Mesbah Yazdi [who is Iranian President Ahmadinejad's spiritual 
mentor], has spoken for the first time of using nuclear weapons as a counter-
measure. He stated that 'in terms of shari'a, it all depends on the goal.'   
 
"The religious leadership of the Islamic Republic [of Iran], which has until now 
regarded the use of nuclear weapons as opposed to shari'a, and has repeated this 
point again and again, has so far kept silent about this. In spite of the fact that, in 
the last few weeks, some of the senior [leaders] of the Islamic Republic have tried 
to reduce the pressure [exerted by] the extremist [conservatives], the extremists 
nevertheless seem to have complete control over the [political] arena.   
 
"[Iranian National Security Council Secretary] Ali Larijani, who is in charge of 
the nuclear dossier, has spoken to reporters only once since the [IAEA] Board of 
Governors approved its resolution - and his silence is significant. [2] But 
yesterday, the IraNews news agency published recent remarks by Mohsen 
Gharavian regarding the nuclear issue. Gharavian is a lecturer at the religious 
schools of Qom, and is a disciple of [Ayatollah] Mesbah Yazdi. In his recent 
remarks, he said for the first time that the use of nuclear weapons may not 
constitute a problem according to shari'a. He further said that 'when the entire 
world is armed with nuclear weapons, it is permissible to use these weapons as a 
counter-measure. According to shari'a, too, only the goal is important...'   
 
"[Gharavian] said that he sees no problem with the military use of nuclear 
weapons [sic]: 'One must say that when the entire world is armed with nuclear 
weapons, it is only natural that, as a counter-measure, it is necessary to be able to 
use these weapons. However, what is important is what goal they may be used 
for." 

 
That MEMRI report was posted on February 17, 2006; on March 13, 2006 Juan Cole, 
who closely tracks Shi'ite developments, still regarded Khamenei's fatwa as operative, 
however, writing: 
 

If the Supreme Jurisprudent of theocratic Iran has given a fatwa against nukes, if 
the president of the country has renounced them and called for others to do so, if 
the International Atomic Energy Agency has found no evidence of a military 
nuclear weapons program, and if Iran is at least 10 years from having a bomb 
even if  it is trying to get one, then why is there a diplomatic crisis around this 
issue between the United States and Iran in 2006?   
 
Juan Cole, Pretext to Squeeze 
http://www.truthdig.com/report/item/20060313_fishing_for_a_pretext_in_iran/ 

 
In November of 2007, the USG Open Source Center translated a sermon from the Friday 
prayers at Tehran University given by Experts Assembly member Ayatollah Emami-
Kashani as follows: 
 



… our eminent Leader [Ali Khamenei] -- has made it abundantly clear, as have 
others, that the destruction of nations, any nation, women and children, large or 
small -- the massacre of innocents is wrong. The same is true of the atomic bomb 
and atomic weapons. The very idea of an atom bomb is forbidden, the very deed 
is a sin. 

 
A British academic specialist on Islam (evangelical by persuasion) told a 2007 Iranian 
conference on Mahdist Doctrine held in Tehran: 
 

It is at this point we should note that Shi'ite theology recognises two distinctions 
in military jihad, with a qualification on the authority to call to military action: 
'There are two types of jihad: ibtida'i (to be begun by Muslims) and defa'i 
(defensive). In the view of Shi'ite jurisprudence, ibteda'i jihad can only take shape 
under the direction of the Holy Prophet or one of the twelve immaculate and 
perfect Imams, otherwise it is forbidden.'  
 
This is essential to recognise in the present context of concern about Iran's 
purported 'nuclear ambitions'. Whatever the truth may be, it is irrelevant to 
Western independence and security, even if Iran amassed a nuclear arsenal twice 
the size of that of the USA. Iran, as the Islamic Republic, could not employ those 
weapons to conquer America --until the Mahdi returns and orders such. At best, 
Iran could only (theologically speaking) employ them if attacked by American 
nuclear bombs -- i.e. in defensive jihad. Only the Twelfth Imam as the Mahdi can 
give the order for offensive jihad. 
 
Anthony McRoy, The Mahdi, the Messiah, the Antichrist: Justice And Sacred 
Violence, 
http://www.intizar.org/prthtknzd23nq.102.html  

 

I am not indicating support for any particular view of the "proper" Shi'ite attitude to 
nuclear weapons here, merely indicating the diversity of views, and noting that here 
again, we see the issue of nuclear policy interacting with an apocalyptic end times 
scenario. 
 

* 

 

III: Myth, folklore, and archetype 

 
In the previous section I noted overt religious beliefs with potential impact on attitudes to 
nuclear weapons. Here I would like to turn to some of the less obvious ways in which we 
can be influenced by some of the deeper currents of the unconscious -- the powerful 
symbolic drivers Carl Jung termed "the archetypes".   
 
I suggest that you may wish to pass by some of the material in this third section very 
quickly, because the intensely poetic nature of what is discussed and quoted here is meat 
and drink to some, and passes others by as if unseen and irrelevant. Having said that… 



 
Archetypal contents can be considered as a psychological equivalent of the undertow that 
often accompanies an incoming tide. Their effect may be malign or benign, but they carry 
an archaic power akin to instinct, and can (and do) move us in ways that we may be (and 
often are) completely unaware of. 
 
Elusive in themselves, they are most easily glimpsed as patterns recurring through time 
and across the world in myth, ritual, folklore and the arts. 
 
As an emblem of this subtle interweaving of our inward and outer worlds, I will quote 
here a short excerpt from Jean Claude Carriere's stageplay for the British director Peter 
Hall, based on the ancient Indian text, the Mahabharata: 
 

Krishna: Arjuna, I tell you with absolute conviction, you won’t have a 
choice between peace and war. 
Arjuna: What will be my choice? 
Krishna: Between a war and another war. 
Arjuna: The other war – where will it take place? 
On a battlefield or in my heart? 
Krishna: I don’t see a real difference... 

 
The folklore of radiation 

 
There's a whole, fascinating folkloric history to radioactivity, which was considered 
energetic and invigorating when it was first discovered by Henri Becquerel, before some 
of its health hazards were finally understood.  It glowed, the idea went, so it must be a 
tonic!  Let's have a radiation party, and drink some energy drinks!   
 
Health fads in vogue during the early years of radioactivity, including such things as 
uranium blankets, the Radium Ore Revigator --  
 

a watercooler lined with a serious amount of carnotite, an ore of uranium and 
radium that undergoes radioactive decay, yielding radon gas. Storing any water in 
this cooler overnight would give you fresh, potent, invigorating radon water to 
drink by morning. 
 

-- and the Radiendocrinator, a small case of radium-infused paper to be placed over 
endocrine glands.   
 
After the Alamogordo test, Paul Boyer writes in his classic book, By the Bomb's Early 

Light,  
 

enterprising entrepreneurs gathered the greenish, glass-fused sand at the 
Alamogordo site and (oblivious to the danger of radioactivity) fashioned it into 
costume jewelry, which they advertised nationally. 

 



We might note here that Burris Cunningham, who worked with Glenn Seaborg on the 
first weighing of a "new" element -- named plutonium after the planet Pluto --  wrote: 
 

Now, after all these years, it is difficult to recall the psychological impact of these 
events. Today alchemy is a thriving commonplace business. But at that time we, 
who had been brought up in an older tradition, saw it as a miracle and just a little 
bit difficult to believe in. 

 

Alchemy was originally a kind of sacrament in which "the outward and visible sign" that 
caught the attention of kings and was frequently attempted by fraudulent "puffers" was 
the transmutation of a quantity of lead into gold, while the corresponding "inward and 
spiritual grace"experienced by the true alchemists alone would be the qualitative 
transmutation of their own base natures into the refined gold of a perfected or divinized 
humanity… a psychospiritual transformation.  
 
If I might pontificate based on these very sketchy first notes, nuclear energy as a hidden, 
potential energy is, at the first level of associative thinking easily thought of as similar to 
the élan vital or vital spirit, the "aliveness" of humans subjectively and metaphysically 
expressed. It therefore tends to be viewed optimistically -- something it has in common 
with other technologies, and which as Howard Rheingold's work has noted, by no means 
indicates that there is no down side to it, merely that the down side may not be so easily 
seen, that it may be in Jung's term, in shadow. 
 
Myth 

 
E. L. Doctorow poses the key question of the mythic impact of nuclear weaponry in his 
essay "Mythologizing the Bomb" (The Nation, Aug. 14/21, 1995 on the fiftieth 
anniversary of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings: 
 

What is the mythic reference for such an event? Shiva? Prometheus? The 
Tree of Knowledge? 

 
and answers: 
 

None is sufficient. Participating cross-mythically in cultures that encompass 
the globe, the nuclear explosion must itself become a primary myth in the 
postnuclear world to come. It will become a scriptural text. 

 
Donne and the Gita at Alamogordo 

 
Indeed, we see the association of atomic energy with spiritual energy in more nuanced 
but also more intense form in the immediate reactions of those who were present at the 
first nuclear test at Alamogordo -- named Trinity by Robert Oppenheimer in honor of 
John Donne's Holy Sonnets XVI: 
 

Batter my heart, three person'd God; for, you   



As yet but knocke, breathe, shine, and seeke to mend;   
That I may rise, and stand, o'erthrow mee,' and bend   
Your force, to breake, blowe, burn and make me new. 
 

In fact, it was to the Hindu scripture known as the Bhagavad Gita that Oppie’s mind 
turned on the day of the Trinity test. The Gita is part of a greater work, the Indian epic of 
the Mahabharata, mentioned above, which describes a great war that took place between 
the Kurus and Pandavas, in which the avatar or incarnation of god named Krishna plays 
the role of a charioteer. According to later reports, Oppenheimer was clinging to one of 
the uprights in the control room when the nuclear device exploded, and two passages 
from the Gita flashed through his mind. The first of these was: 
 

I am become Death, the shatterer of worlds. 
 
Bhagavad Gita 10.34 

 
Ancient Indian "dhanur veda" or military science recognizes several weapons which 
might bear comparison with our nuclear armaments, one of which caused an explosion 
after which, according to Protap Chandra Roy's 1889 Mahabharata translation,  
 

An incandescent column of smoke and flame 
As bright as ten thousand Suns 
Rose in all its splendor… 
 
…the corpses were so burned 
As to be unrecognizable. 
Their hair and nails fell out… 

 
This was very likely the projectile known as the brahmaastra. Another potent weapon 
was the Pasupata weapon which Shiva presented to the archer Arjuna with the comment: 
 

I shall give you the great Pasupata weapon, which is my favorite... However, 
Partha, you must never let it loose at any man in wanton violence, for if it hits a 
person of insufficient power, it might burn down the entire world. There is no 
one in all three worlds with their moving and standing creatures who is 
invulnerable to it, and it can be launched with a thought, a glance, a word, or a 
bow. 

 
The second quotation from the Gita that Oppenheimer recalled that day at Alamogordo 
was a verse with a very different import: 
 

If in the sky the light of a thousand suns were to rise all at once, it would be the 
likeness of the light of that great-spirited One. 
 
Bhagavad Gita 11.12 
 



This quotation is drawn from the description of a moment in the battle of Kurkushetra at 
which Krishna reveals his divine form to Arjuna, in which the latter saw "the entire 

universe centered, in its infinite differentiations". Krishna, though sheathed in a mortal 
body most of the time on earth, can say of himself, "Know that it is my light that in the 
sun illumines the entire universe, the light that is in sun and moon" (Gita 16.12) -- his 
inner nature is sheer radiance. 
 
…and the Transfiguration at Hiroshima 

 
The closest Christian equivalent to Krishna's self-revelation to Arjuna in the Gita is the 
Transfiguration, the occasion on which Christ took three of his disciples up a mountain 
with him, and "was transfigured before them: and his face did shine as the sun, and his 
raiment was white as the light" (Mt 17: 2). 
 
Put simply, the Transfiguration was the moment when the divine radiance (the 
"Godhead" of the Christ) outshone its material form (the body of the rabbi Jesus). By 
the same token, the Hiroshima bomb was the scientific and military demonstration of 
radiant (intratomic) energy outshining its material (atomic) form… As Jim Garrison 
notes in his book, The Darkness of God: Theology after Hiroshima (p. 69): 
 

The Hiroshima experience, as well as that of Nagasaki three days later, was a 
transfiguration as well, shining "brighter than a thousand suns," but its 
transfiguration was the opposite of the healing and redemptive light of Christ. 

 
It was precisely at 8:16 a.m. on August 6th 1945, on the Feast of the Transfiguration in 
the Christian liturgical calendar, that the first atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima -- 
the sort of coincidence that the religious mind likes to dwell upon, while the Jungian 
would term it synchronistic. 
 
The Introit for the Feast of the Transfiguration in the Catholic Missal would have been 
Illuxerunt coruscationes: 
 

The lightning shone upon the ground; the earth was moved and shook withal… 
 
Holocaust 

 
In archetypal terms, there is a close correspondence between the nuclear firestorms that 
were unleashed on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and the Holocaust -- indeed, as Elie Wiesel 
notes in One Generation After, "Without Auschwitz there would be no Hiroshima." The 
commonality, in archetypal terms, is that both the Holocaust and Hiroshima take the form 
of sacrifice by fire -- an age-old tradition to which the term holocaust itself (literally: 
"whole burnt offering") properly applies.   
 
William James, in his 1904 Remarks at the Peace Banquet (Atlantic Monthly, December 
1904) described a part of the archetypal attraction of war  as sacrifice thus:  
 



The plain truth is that people want war. They want it anyhow; for itself; and apart 
from each and every possible consequence. It is the final bouquet of life's 
fireworks. The born soldiers want it hot and actual. The non-combatants want it in 
the background, and always as an open possibility, to feed imagination on and 
keep excitement going. Its clerical and historical defenders fool themselves when 
they talk as they do about it. What moves them is not the blessings it has won for 
us, but a vague religious exaltation. War, they feel, is human nature at its 
uttermost. We are here to do our uttermost. It is a sacrament. Society would rot, 
they think, without the mystical blood-payment. 
 

Norman O Brown quotes this passage in his own mythic treatment of apocalyptic fire in 
Love's Body, for as he writes,  
 

the true sacrifice is total, holocaust. Consummatum est. The one is united with the 
all in a consuming fire.  
 

The word holocaust has come to hold strong negative meaning in our times, but the deep 
yearning in the human psyche to which purifying fire responds is captured in what must 
seem an extraordinary paragraph from the Foreword to Kadloubovsky and Palmer's 
classic anthology of Orthodox Christian texts, Writings from the Philokalia: 
 

Inaccessible to human conception is the inexpressible glorious Majesty of the 
most holy, sublime Sacraments and Revelations on earth of the Divine Incarnation 
and supreme Holocaust of Love of our celestial Saviour and God Jesus Christ. 
They open for us the way to possibilities that are not of this earth, forming, 
purifying and developing the unseen parts of our being, helping us towards 
Salvation. 

 
The language of this paragraph is fervent in its faith in a way that is seldom found in 
the ironic late twentieth century: but the use of the word holocaust to refer to Love 
is perhaps particularly striking, especially considering that the passage was written in 
1951. 
 
The shaking of a word, the final consummation, fire as sacrifice and purification, the 
radiance of godhead -- Freud's disciples Carl Jung and Norman O Brown would each 
suggest in their own way that these powerful mythic strands are all mixed in us, at 
archaic levels with which we are barely acquainted, but which resonate within us deeply, 
profoundly, at times sweeping us into great fervors of emotion. And prominent among 
these occasions are the beginnings of many a war, and the extraordinary intensifications 
that accompany the notion that we are close to Judgment Day, the coming of Moshiach, 
Christ or Mahdi, and the End of Days. 
 
For millennial, messianic and eschatological upheavals are typically associated with the 
transition to a purified world in which the problems and imperfections of the present 
world will no longer obtain -- roughly speaking the sum of all hopes, to paraphrase Tom 



Clancy -- and as the historian Richard Landes, founder of Boston University's Center for 
Millennial Studies of which I was an associate, once pointed out,  
 

apocalypticism is "merely" the most explosive of forms that hope takes, and it 
resides at a very deep level of our cultural psyche.      

 
* 
 
IV: In closing 

 
In closing, I would like to quote two remarks on the nuclear age made by Carl Jung, the 
preeminent depth psychologist of the archetypal or imaginal psyche. 
 
The first reminds us of the intensity of the situation: 
 

All the divine powers in creation are gradually being placed in man's hands. 
Through nuclear fission something tremendous has happened, tremendous power 
has been given to man. … The forces that hold the fabric of the world together 
have got into the hands of man, so that he even has the idea of making an artificial 
sun. God’s powers have passed into our hands, our fallible human hands. The 
consequences are inconceivable.  
 
CG Jung, Collected Works, 10: 879   

 
The second speaks to our own condition, and the possibility that our own current 
perspective blinds us to our own role in our predicament. 
 

We grow increasingly aware that the nuclear deterrent is a desperate and 
undesirable answer, as it cuts both ways. We know that moral and mental 
remedies would be more effective because they could provide us with a psychic 
immunity to the ever- increasing infection. But all our attempts have proved to be 
singularly ineffectual, and will continue to do so as long as we try to convince 
ourselves and the world that it is only they, our opponents, who are all wrong, 
morally and philosophically. We expect them to see and understand where they 
are wrong, instead of making a serious effort ourselves to recognize our own 
shadow and its nefarious doings.   
 
CG Jung, Collected Works, 6: 563   
 

* 
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